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--Jump Start Preparation for the Year 
--Topic specific, quality arguments 

--Provide excellent models of argument & presentation 
 

 
The high quality Policy-CX evidence your 
debaters need to jump start their research. Affirmatives, 
disadvantages, counterplans, kritiks, topicality arguments. 
Aff, Neg, Sept, Oct-March and May supplements. 

 

 
Excellent topic specific value evidence and 
topic analysis for your LD debaters. Aff and neg cases, 
definitions, topic arguments. We cover ALL NSDA 
(NFL) & UIL LD topics for the year. 

 

 
For Public Forum debate, high quality evidence, 
topic analysis, and definitions for ALL NSDA (NFL) Public 
Forum Topics. For Extemp, essays pro & con on 
current issues with multiple citations twice a month. 
 

 
Clear, step by step instruction for LD, 
Policy-CX, Parli, Pub Forum debate, and Individual 
Events. Prepbooks are great handouts to help students 
prepare and Teacher Materials make instruction easier. 

  
 

  Go to www.wcdebate.com  
 

 View Samples of our Products  
 Print and Online Order Forms 
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Grow Speech and Debate! 
Check out: www.climbthemountain.us  

 

Dear Fellow Administrators,

I am excited to have this opportunity to write a letter of support for speech and debate, and to encourage 
you to consider beginning or enhancing your own speech and debate program.  

Several years ago, our school decided to make a commitment to speech and debate in order to provide 
opportunities to a population that we felt had previously been underserved. Over the years, we have 
focused on committing both human and financial resources in order to raise the level of our program. Five 
years later, our speech and debate program is such a vital part of our school culture. When we made the 
decision to commit fully to ensuring that our program would not only exist, but also thrive, we have seen 
the opportunities for our students increase beyond what we could have ever imagined.

We wanted to create more opportunities for our students. What we ended up doing was impacting our 
school culture in a variety of positive ways. Making this type of commitment during lean budget times 
may appear difficult, but we can attest to the benefits of prioritizing activities such as speech and debate. 
Those benefits include scholarship dollars for your students, opportunities to give students a place to 
belong and “plug in,” not to mention the possibility of outstanding recognition for your school and 
community. Also, with increased focus being placed on graduating students who are college and career 
ready, having a strong speech and debate program will allow your students to build communication and 
other skills necessary to succeed in most any area they could choose to pursue upon graduation.   

I would highly recommend making this commitment to speech and debate. Any time we can create 
opportunities for students to connect with each other and feel connected to their school, it only 
enhances the culture. What started here several years ago as a commitment at Madison Central High 
School has turned into a strong and vital culture, and all at MCHS have benefited greatly from it.

Sincerely,

Austin Brown
Austin Brown 
Principal, Madison Central High School, Mississippi 
2017 National Speech & Debate Association Principal of the Year

Find this and other letters of advocacy on our website:

www.speechanddebate.org/resources
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